
Journey to the River Sea    

Monday 25th January - Chapter 3  Answers 

1)What evidence can you find that shows us Mrs Carter does not like the jungle? 

When Mrs Carter says, “…the jungle must be kept at bay”, the words are in italics. This means she 

is emphasising those words which shows that she will not allow any part of the jungle into their 

home. In the text she explains how she will not have any food in her house that comes from the 

market or flowers and plants that are grown in the jungle. 

 

2)“…Miss Minton had only taken a few minutes to realise why the Carters wanted Maia.”  Why do 

you think the Carters really wanted Maia to live with them?  

In the text it explains how the Carters are becoming poorer by the month because the natives 

don’t want to work for them and therefore they couldn’t get enough rubber sap from the trees. It 

also says that the Carters were ‘overjoyed’ when they heard from Mr Murray that Maia was rich 

and asked for ‘a very larger sum of money’ to take her in. 

 

3)Mrs Carter instructs Miss Minton to teach the girls using a set of books by Dr Bullman. What 

feeling does Maia get when she sees a picture of Dr Bullman? Why? 

Maia’s stomach lurched when she saw the picture of Dr Bullman because she realised the books 

were not written by a friendly looking person and the plain brown covers showed that the books 

could be boring. Maia loves books, but is not excited about using these books and only these 

books for learning. She is used to the library full of interesting books at her school and in Miss 

Minton’s trunk. 

 

4)Does Maia enjoy learning from Dr Bullman’s books? How do you know? 

Maia doesn’t enjoy learning from Mr Bullman’s books. It says in the text, ‘the most boring Maia 

had ever seen’.   

 

6)Initially Maia is upset with the way Miss Minton treats her in class.  Why is this? 

Maia thinks she has upset Miss Minton. It says, ‘the boredom was not as bad as knowing she had 

upset Miss Minton’ and goes on to explain how Miss Minton doesn’t allow Maia to join in and 

doesn’t even look at her. 

 

7)Why is Maia actually wrong about Miss Minton? 

Miss Minton has a plan - to pretend that Maia is unable to keep up with the twins in lessons so 

that Maia can do more interesting work. Miss Minton doesn’t see why Maia shouldn’t have an 

interesting time. 


